
Lecture Notes Company analysis (AAPL)

What?
This lecture note is intended to provide basic com-
pany analysis for AAPL for portfolio management
purposes. Although Stata is used to access and pro-
cess public data, it is not required. S&P-500 is used
as the overall market.

Price chart

net install http://researchbtn.com/stata/203/fetchyahooquotes.pkg, force

fetchyahooquotes ^GSPC AAPL, freq(d) chg(ln) start(01jan2018)

gen obs=_n

tsset obs

twoway (line adjclose__GSPC date, yaxis(1)) (line adjclose_AAPL date, yaxis(2))

AAPL seems to be highly correlated with the mar-
ket.

Risk and return

tabstat ln__GSPC ln_AAPL, stats(sum sd)

AAPL is riskier than the market. AAPL return is
higher than the market return. In fact, while the
market has a negative 2.3% return, AAPL has 4.1%
return for 2018.

Some fundamental data
Revenue:
net install http://researchbtn.com/stata/048/fetch_statements.pkg, force

fetch_statements AAPL, freq(a) st(IS)

keep if item == "Total Revenue"

drop item

xpose, clear varname

gen date = date(_varname, "MDY")

format %td date

rename v1 revenue

replace revenue = revenue / 1000000

twoway (line revenue date)

Note that the revenue is in billions.

Earnings:
net install http://researchbtn.com/stata/041/fetch_EPS.pkg, force

fetch_EPS AAPL

keep if variable=="eps"

drop if quarter=="totals"

drop if value==.

keep if year(released)>=2010

sort released

gen obs=_n

tsset obs

gen trailing_eps = value + L.value + L2.value + L3.value

twoway (line trailing_eps released)
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Some fundamental data
Gross margin:
fetch_statements AAPL, freq(a) st(IS)

keep if (item == "Gross Profit") | (item=="Total Revenue")

xpose, clear varname

rename v1 revenue

rename v2 gross_profit

gen gross_margin = gross_profit / revenue

gen date = date(_varname, "MDY")

format %td date

twoway (line gross_margin date)

The drop if gross margin for AAPL is highly notice-
able and concerning.

Research and development ratio:
fetch_statements AAPL, freq(a) st(IS)

keep if (item == "Research and Development") | (item=="Total Revenue")

xpose, clear varname

rename v1 revenue

rename v2 rd

gen rd_ratio = rd / revenue

gen date = date(_varname, "MDY")

format %td date

twoway (line rd_ratio date)

Debt to assets:

fetch_statements AAPL, freq(a) st(BS)

keep if (item == "Total Assets") | (item=="Total Liabilities")

xpose, clear varname

rename v1 assets

rename v2 liabilities

gen debt_to_assets = liabilities / assets

gen date = date(_varname, "MDY")

format %td date

twoway (line debt_to_assets date)

Market comparison

The following charts provide the distribution of some
of the important ratios for all of the S&P-500 com-
panies.

(a) Market capitalization (b) Gross margin

(c) Price to earnings ratio (PE) (d) Net income ratio
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Technical analysis

Bollinger bands:

net install http://researchbtn.com/stata/210/tftools.pkg, force

tftools bollingerbands, symbol(adjclose_AAPL) generate(AAPL_BB)

twoway (line adjclose_AAPL date) (line AAPL_BB_upper_band date, lwidth(thick)) ///

(line AAPL_BB_lower_band date, lwidth(thick))

Current price of AAPL is at the lower band of the
Bollinger bands. This would be sign of mean rever-
sal. At this price, mean reversal would indicate a
bullish sign for AAPL.

Moving average convergence and divergence
(MACD):

tftools macd, symbol(adjclose_AAPL) generate(AAPL)

twoway (line AAPL_MACD_line date, lpattern(dash)) (line AAPL_signal_line date)

Current price of AAPL is deviated from its mov-
ing average. This would indicate a mean reversal.

At this price, mean reversal would indicate a bullish
sign for AAPL.

Relative strength index (RSI):

tftools rsi, symbol(adjclose_AAPL) generate(AAPL)

twoway (line AAPL_RSI date)

RSI is an indicator of deviation from moving aver-
age. Its level is between 30 and 80. Current level
of RSI is 29 which is below 30. This would indicate
a mean reversal. At this price, mean reversal would
indicate a bullish sign for AAPL. With respect to
RSI terminology, AAPL is oversold.

Moving averages:

tftools movingaverage, symbol(adjclose_AAPL) generate(AAPL) \\\

period(50) ma_type(sma)

tftools movingaverage, symbol(adjclose_AAPL) generate(AAPL) \\\

period(20) ma_type(sma)

twoway (line adjclose_AAPL date) (line AAPL_sma_50 date) \\\

(line AAPL_sma_20 date)
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20 day moving average has broken below the 50 day
moving average. This would indicate a bearish sign.
Short term momentum became worse than longer
term momentum. This is a bearish sign.

Fibonacci retracement:
It is much easier to use tradingview.com for Fi-
bonacci retracement. The following chart is a screen
shot from tradingview.com.

According to the Fibonacci retracement analysis, the
first resistance price for AAPL is $186.62. The next
resistance price is $195.59. These resistance points
assume the descend of AAPL is complete and some
sort of correction will take place in the near future.
This is a major assumption and may not be neces-
sarily correct.

Market model:
We statistically test the correlation between daily
returns of AAPL and daily returns of the S&P-500
as the overall market.

fetchyahooquotes ^GSPC AAPL, freq(d) chg(ln) start(01jan2018)

gen obs=_n

tsset obs

reg ln_AAPL ln__GSPC

The correlation between AAPL and S&P-500 index
is 1.21. This means: for each 1% increase in mar-
ket AAPL would increase about 1.21%. This cor-
relation is statistically significant (evident with the
P > |t| = 0.000) (i.e. reliable). This correlation has
48.01% goodness of fit (evident with the R-squared)
(i.e. relevant).
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